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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Born in 1915, Lee Willard Lott became enamored with public performances. By 1927, Lott traveled across the United States as a circus acrobat and stunt performer. In 1933-1934 Lott performed at the Chicago World’s Fair as a daredevil stunt diver. In 1935 Lott and a group of friends put together their first daredevil auto stunt shows in a farmer’s field. Between 1935 and 1955, “Lucky” Lee Lott’s Hell Drivers jumped, flipped and otherwise destroyed hundreds of cars, trucks and motorcycles across the country at county and state fairs, race tracks and any place the Hell Drivers could get an audience. Lee Lott retired from stunt driving in 1955 and became a manager of various troupes of stunt drivers performing as the Hell Drivers. “Lucky” Lee Lott passed away in 2000.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The Blair Nelson collection on “Lucky” Lee Lott consists of memorabilia and promotional material highlighting automobile thrill show performances. The collection also includes video tapes of various thrill show exhibitions and interviews in the 1970s and 1980s.
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**VIDEO TAPES (VHS)**

**Box 1**

"Lucky" Lee Lott Nash and factory, October 11, 1992  
Charlie Belknap's Hollywood Stunt Show, circa 2003  
Hollywood Stunt Show, Toyota clips, circa 2000  
Interview with "Lucky" Lee Lott, December 6, 1996  
Miscellaneous thrill show clips including: Chandler, IN; Indianapolis Raceway Park;  
   Xenia, OH; Oak Shade, OH; South Bend, IN; Bunker Hill, IN, circa, 1965  
Miscellaneous thrill show clips including: Zephyr Hills, FL; Blue Grass, IA, undated  
Zephyr Hills (FL) show, February 6-8, undated (2 tapes)

**PHOTOGRAPHS AND EPHEMERA**

**Box 2 (oversize)**

The Legend of the Lucky Lee Lott Hell Drivers (Lee Lott biography)  
Correspondence, 2000  
Photographs, undated  
Show advertisements (photocopies), circa 1935-1955  
Schedules, business cards and tickets, undated  
Color copies of Lucky Lee Lott interview and Hell Driver show, 1990  
Hell Drivers promotional posters, 1958